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FROM EDITORIAL BOARD

This volume of Zapiski is devoted to the memory of the outstanding mathematician Vladimir
Nikolaevich Sudakov (1934–2016).

The scientific activity of Vladimir Nikolaevich started when he was a student of Faculty
of Mathematics and Mechanics of Leningrad University. As a student of I. P. Natanson, he
simplified the Kolmogorov criterion of compactness for sets in Lp(R

n).
In 1956, Vladimir Nikolaevich graduated with honors from the University and became a PhD

student at Leningrad (now St.Petersburg) Department of the Steklov Mathematical Institute
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. His adviser was L. V. Kantorovich, a future Nobel laureate.
At that time, Vladimir Nikolaevich became interested in the theory of random processes; when
his PhD course was completed in 1959, he became a researcher at the Laboratory of Statistical
Methods. He worked at this Laboratory more than 50 years, until the end of his life.

V. N. Sudakov was one of the founders of the modern theory of Gaussian processes.1 Many
of his results are not only extremely useful but also impressively general. The research of
Sudakov is marked out by his unique geometric approach to probabilistic problems.

Les us mention just few of his achievements.
— Using the distance generated by a random process and the corresponding entropy char-

acteristics to study properties of the process (along with V. Strassen and R. Dudley). In
particular, an entropy lower estimate for the maximum of a Gaussian process, known all over
the world as “Sudakov minoration.”

— Isoperimetric property of half-spaces for Gaussian measures (joint with B. S. Tsirelson).
— Comparison principle for Gaussian process via their covariance functions (“Fernique–

Sudakov comparison principle”).
— Description of all probability measures that are invariant with respect to all permutations

on the set of infinite positive definite matrices.
— Existence of a typical distribution of linear functionals on spaces of large dimension

(manifestation of the concentration of measure phenomenon).
— Strong variant of the Birkhoff–von Neumann theorem on representation of a bistochastic

matrix as a time average of permutation matrices, and, as a consequence, a solution of the
Monge transportation problem. Proof of absolute continuity of the solution to the Monge
problem in Euclidean spaces of small dimension.

Vladimir Nikolaevich was the author of an original course of lectures on the theory of random
processes; for long years, he gave lectures on his course at his alma mater and attracted a lot
of talented young researchers to this field of mathematics.

He founded the probabilistic series of Zapiski Nauchnykh Seminarov LOMI-POMI and was
an indispensable editor of this series for 40 years.

This volume is formed by invited papers of outstanding mathematicians who work in the
fields marked by the influence of Vladimir Nikolaevich.

The Editorial Board thanks all the authors who paid the tribute to his memory.

1The leading role of Sudakov in this “heroic” period of development of the theory of Gaussian processes is
described in a recent paper R. M. Dudley, “V. N. Sudakov’ s work on expected suprema of Gaussian processes,”
in: High Dimensional Probability. VII, Progress in Probability, 71, Birkhäuser, Springer (2016), pp. 37–43.

Translated from Zapiski Nauchnykh Seminarov POMI, Vol. 457, 2017, pp. 7–8. Original article sub-
mitted July 8, 2017.
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